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In the present paper, we extend the dynamic mean-field density functional method which describes
microphase separation phenomena in polymer liquids, to account for viscoelastic effects. The effect
of simple steady shear on polymer orientation and elongation is taken into account by adapting the
polymer configurational distribution function. We propose a simplified model for polymer chains in
a simple steady shear flow and show numerically that this model correctly reproduces expected
conformational changes. The conformational effect is only of importance for high viscosity liquids
and/or high shear rates. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~98!50248-6#
I. INTRODUCTION
A. General
Non-Newtonian fluids, such as complex polymer liquids,
show unusual flow behavior in the form of, e.g., shear-
thinning ~decreasing viscosity with increasing shear rate! and
normal stress effects ~die swell and rod climbing!. An impor-
tant problem in rheology is to understand these phenomena
from the microscopic properties of the material. Heuristi-
cally, shear-thinning behavior can be explained as follows. If
a polymer liquid is at rest, the polymers are random coil and
the mobility of the constituting molecules is limited. If a
simple steady shear flow is applied, the large polymer mol-
ecules align and orient with the flow direction, making it
easier for the constituting molecules to flow past each other,
thereby effectively lowering the viscosity. The behavior of
the liquid in response to a simple steady shear, defines its
viscosity h(g˙)1,2 as the ratio between the shear stress t12 and
the shear rate g˙: t125h(g˙)g˙ . For complex liquids, the vis-
cosity is in principle shear rate dependent. The heuristic ex-
planation for the shear-thinning behavior above shows that in
order to be able to understand and represent rheological phe-
nomena in complex liquids from the microscopic detail of
the material using the dynamic mean-field density functional
method,3 at least the effect of macroscopic flow should be
included.4 A question that has already been answered in a
previous publication5 is how to calculate the stress tensor
sab . In the present paper, we will also show how an exter-
nal flow influences the stress tensor in an inhomogeneous
polymer liquid. The stress tensor gives access to mechanical
properties of a~n! ~in!homogeneous material via the consti-
tutive equation which relates the stress tensor to the velocity
gradient tensor kab . It is known that in polymeric liquids,4
the stress is mainly due to intramolecular force and directly
related to the polymer orientation. This provides another rea-
son which makes it important to account for polymer orien-
tation and elongation due to an externally applied steady
simple shear field. Currently in the dynamic mean-field den-
sity functional theory,3 the polymer chains do not respond to
externally applied flows on a microscopic level, although
their macroscopic response to simple steady shear6,7 cor-
rectly reproduces experimental results. In Refs. 6 and 7 the
dynamic mean-field density functional theory was extended
to account for the behavior of polymer melts under simple
steady shear by using a diffusion-convection equation. Using
this description, the experimentally observed flow induced
ordering in polymer melts was reproduced numerically. In
Ref. 6 alignment of perpendicular lamellae is observed for a
diblock copolymer and in Ref. 7 the alignment of cylinders
in the direction of the flow is reproduced for a triblock co-
polymer.
Until now, most theory to describe viscoelastic effects
has been developed for liquids with slowly relaxing fluctua-
tions such as liquids near the critical point and entangled
polymers, for phase separating liquids such as amphiphilic
(A/B/AB) systems and for viscoelastic two-component liq-
uids such as polymer solutions, in which a dynamic coupling
between stress and diffusion due to different viscoelastic
properties takes place.8 Shear effects in liquids with complex
internal structures such as block copolymers have also been
investigated using a phenomenological approach, both
theoretically9–11 and numerically in two dimensions
~2D!.12,13 The first three-dimensional ~3D! simulations of a
block copolymer system under shear based on the dynamic
mean-field density functional method were performed
recently.6,7 Until now, viscoelastic effects in sheared copoly-
mer systems ~such as polymer orientation and elongation due
to the flow! have not explicitly been taken into account on a
molecular level within the dynamic mean-field density func-
tional method, although it may be an important factor in
explaining shear-thinning effects. In the present paper we
take the influence of shear flow on polymer orientation into
account by adapting the polymer configurational distribution
function. Notice that the macroscopic effect of shear induced
ordering in copolymer systems was already discussed in
Refs. 6 and 7.
The effects of shear on polymeric ~binary! systems ~such
as enhanced turbidity14 or the shear-induced spinodal
shift15–17! have been studied by application of a dynamic
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coupling mechanism,16,18 by incorporating a conformation
tensor as an independent variable into a Ginzburg–Landau
scheme15,19 and by computer simulations20,21 that employ a
two-fluid model22,16,18 to incorporate the dynamic stress-
diffusion coupling, and a viscoelastic Ginzburg–Landau free
energy.19 Many of these models provide a combination of a
model H type mass/momentum balance,23 combined with a
dynamic model for the stress or conformation tensor ~e.g.,
upper convected Maxwell!, a ~linear! stress-strain relation
and a Ginzburg–Landau free energy augmented with an elas-
tic energy term.24 In Ref. 25 various properties of dilute
polymer solutions under steady shear are studied theoreti-
cally and calculated using nonequilibrium molecular and
Langevin dynamics. An order-disorder transition is observed
at very high shear rates and the strong effect of shear on
polymer orientation and elongation is reproduced.
In the present paper, we study viscoelastic effects in
3D microphase separation in block copolymer melts using
the dynamic mean-field density functional approach. This
approach provides a bridge between molecular properties
and mesoscopic phase separation behavior. In macroscopic
viscoelastic flow modeling other methods are also used
to couple microscopic polymer properties to macroscopic
~homogeneous! flow behavior. The polymer contribution to
the stress is in these cases determined by a closed-form con-
stitutive equation such as an Oldroyd-B or ~upper convected!
Maxwell model, which is measured from material responses
to well-defined deformations.26 However, for these closed-
form models, discrepancies are found between calcula-
tions and experiments and several bypasses for constitutive
equations have been invented. Finite element techniques are
combined with Brownian dynamics simulations in the
CONNFFESSIT approach in Ref. 27 and with the dynamics of
Brownian configuration fields in Ref. 28. Both techniques
allow for calculations of fluid flows using polymer models
for which no closed-form constitutive equation is known.
Unfortunately, this approach is not straightforwardly appli-
cable to the dynamic mean-field density functional method.
Instead, we model the influence of an external shear flow on
the polymer orientation and elongation by direct adjustment
of the configurational distribution function. In previous stud-
ies we already showed that a simple convection-diffusion
model can reproduce shear-induced ordering in polymer
melts on a macroscopic level.6,7 In order to account for vis-
coelastic effects such as shear thinning we now also include
the response to shear of individual polymer molecules in
polymer melts.
B. Dynamic mean-field density functional theory
The dynamic mean-field density functional theory29,3
models the behavior of complex liquids by combining
Gaussian mean-field statistics with a coarse-grained
Ginzburg–Landau model for time evolution of conserved or-
der parameters. In contrast to traditional phenomenological
free energy expansion methods30–32 the free energy is not
truncated at a certain level. Instead the full polymer path
integral is retained by employing numerical algorithms.3,33,34
Recently, other groups have also started to use this
approach.35,36 Although the repeated calculation of the poly-
mer path integral is computationally very intensive, this ap-
proach allows for a description of the mesoscopic dynamics
of specific complex liquids without constantly adjusting the
parameters. Changes in the molecular properties are imme-
diately reflected in the free energy, which allows for practical
application of the method.
In the dynamic mean-field density functional approach a
polymer solution is modeled as a compressible system of
ideal Gaussian chain molecules. The free energy functional
is derived on the basis of principles from thermodynamics
and statistical mechanics and consists of an internal energy
term ~the ensemble average of the intrachain Hamiltonian!,
an entropy term ~the ensemble average of ln C where C is
the configurational distribution function! and interchain in-
teraction terms. Assuming that the system can be observed
on a coarse-grained time scale such that the distribution
function is always optimal and hence the free energy always
minimal, the free energy functional is then optimized over all
C under the constraint that the density that is observed in the
system is the ensemble average of a microscopic density op-
erator. The optimal single-chain configurational distribution











where f is the intramolecular partition function, a is the
Gaussian bond length parameter, b215kBT and N is the
number of beads in the chain. The external potentials UI are
conjugate to the density fields r I via the Gaussian chain den-
sity functional and are introduced in the optimization of the
free energy under constraint as Lagrange multiplier fields.
The free energy functional is then derived to be3,34
F@$r I%#52kT ln
fn
n! 2(I EVUI~r!r I~r!dr
1
1
2 (IJ EV2e IJ~ ur2r8u!r I~r!rJ~r8!dr dr8
1
kH
2 EVS (I n I~r I~r!2r I0! D
2
dr, ~2!
where n is the number of polymer molecules, I is a compo-
nent index and V is the system volume. The average density
is r I
0 and n I is the bead volume. The cohesive interactions
between chains have kernels e IJ}e IJ
0 exp@23/(2a2)(r
2r8)2# where e IJ0 is a constant interaction parameter and kH
is the Helfand compressibility parameter.34 Notice that the
same single-chain configurational distribution function @Eq.
~1!# is found if the Smoluchowski equation for the time evo-
lution of the configurational bead distribution function of a
bead-spring system ~a Gaussian chain! under an external
constraining field is solved ~see, e.g., Refs. 4 and 26!.
In dynamic mean-field density functional theory, the dy-
namics of the polymer melt under simple steady shear (vx
5g˙y) is not described by the explicit dynamics of the con-
figuration distribution function however, but by the time evo-
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lution of density fields r I . The dynamics is governed by a




5Mr I ]F]r I 2g˙yxr I1h I . ~3!
Here M is a mobility parameter, g˙ is the shear rate and h I is
a stochastic term which is distributed according to a
fluctuation-dissipation theorem.37 Notice that the dynamic
mean-field density functional method is especially designed
for computer simulations of polymer systems undergoing mi-
crophase separation. The influence of shear on morphology
formation can therefore be investigated.
II. VISCOELASTIC EFFECTS
In order to describe viscoelastic effects such as shear
thinning on a microscopic level within dynamic mean-field
density functional theory, we adapt the configurational dis-
tribution function to account for elongation and orientation
of chains due to the flow. This approach also ensures that
specific complex liquids can still be represented properly.
We employ results that are known from kinetic theory of
polymer chains in external flow fields.4,26
Suppose we consider the bead-spring or Gaussian chain
in solution. The influence of an external flow field on the
orientation of the chain can be included via the single-chain
configurational distribution function c which depends on the
positions R1flRN of all beads in the chain and time t . Phe-
nomenological approaches can also be used to account for
viscoelastic effects ~see the discussion in Sec. I! but phenom-
enological models often poorly describe specific polymer
materials. In principle the time evolution of the distribution
function c is described by a Smoluchowski equation.4,26 For
a good description of linear viscoelastic phenomena, the
Rouse description for freely draining chains suffices. In this
case, the mobility matrix is simply diagonal38 and no hydro-
dynamic interaction between the beads in one chain is taken
into account.
The flow fields that are considered in this paper are ho-
mogeneous. The positional dependence of the velocity gra-
dient tensor kab can be eliminated because the stress at a
certain fluid element only depends on previous values of the
velocity gradient evaluated at that same fluid element. In this
case it can be assumed that4
va~r,t !5kab~ t !rb , ~4!
where v is the velocity field and a and b are Cartesian com-
ponents. The assumption of a homogeneous velocity field is
reasonable except in cases when the velocity gradient
changes considerably over distances of the order of the ra-
dius of gyration of the polymer molecules. Homogeneous
velocity fields are rather general and include simple steady
shear flows and potential flows.
Instead of keeping the coordinates R1flRN , the system
is described in terms of the center of mass and the connector
vectors Qk5Rk112Rk .26 For a homogeneous system and a
bead-spring model, the Smoluchowski equation for a single
bead-spring chain in an external flow can be expressed in
terms of connector vectors only:26
]c
]t
52(j S ]]Qj H @kQj#c
2
1
j (k A jkFkBT ]]Qk c1Fk~c!c G J D . ~5!
Here, j is the friction coefficient, the Ai j are elements of the
Rouse matrix ~2 on the diagonal, 21 on the super-/
subdiagonal and 0 elsewhere!, Bjn5d j11,n2d jn and Fk
(c)
5(3/(ba2))Qk for the Gaussian chain.
For the Rouse model and Gaussian chains, the solution
to the Smoluchowski equation ~5! is known for any homo-
geneous flow field. The solution is found by introducing nor-
mal coordinates Qj8 to decouple the equations for the differ-
ent connector vectors and postulating that the distribution
function c is a product of functions ck that depend on single
decoupled coordinates. Here Qk5( j Vk jQk8 where V is an
orthonormal matrix that diagonalizes the Rouse matrix.26
This procedure leads to N21 equations in one coordinate
that are solved using Fourier transforms.39,26 In normal coor-
dinates the solution reads:26

















ck~Qk8 ,t !, ~8!
where l j5j/(2Ha j), H53/(ba2) and a j54 sin2(jp/2N)
( j th eigenvalue of the Rouse matrix!. The operator ‘‘:’’ is the
contraction operator for tensors which is for two-dimensional
tensors A and B defined by A:B[( i j Ai jBi j . Hence
aj
21 :Qj8Qj85Qj8Taj21Qj8 .
The finite strain tensor g[0] for steady simple shear flow
(vx5g˙y) is given by26
g[0]~ t ,t8!5S 2g2 g 0g 0 0
0 0 0
D
5S 2g˙2~ t82t !2 g˙~ t82t ! 0g˙~ t82t ! 0 0
0 0 0
D . ~9!
Here g is the shear strain. Solution ~6! for the decoupled
normalized connector vectors describes the behavior of a
dumbbell ~two-bead Gaussian chain! in an external flow. The
dumbbell Hamiltonian is adapted to account for the elonga-
tion and orientation of the dumbbell due to the external flow,
via the tensor aj
21
. Notice that this tensor is the identity
matrix if no external flow is present.
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The explicit solution to Eq. ~5! in case of steady simple
shear flow is found by inserting the expression for the finite




























where Qk85(qk18 ,qk28 ,qk38 ). Notice that the solution to the
Smoluchowski equation is, in accordance with the applied
steady flow, a steady solution which no longer depends on
time. The goal of this paper is to show how the ~known!
result in Eq. ~11! can be used to account for viscoelastic
effects in dynamic mean-field density functional theory on a
molecular level.
Expressing solution ~11! in terms of the original connec-
tor vectors Qk leads to a coupled system again. The coupling
can easily be seen in the exponent of Eq. ~11! if the ortho-
normal transformation Qk5( j Vk jQk8 between the connec-
tor vectors Qk and the normal coordinates Qk8 is employed.










~Q¯ 1Q¯ 2Q¯ 3!
3S ~I1P2!21 2~P211P!21 02~P211P!21 ~I12P2!~I1P2!21 0
0 0 I
D
3S Q¯ 1TQ¯ 2T
Q¯ 3T
D . ~12!
Here, Q¯ i is the 13(N21) vector (q1iq2iflqN21i) and P is
the (N21)3(N21) matrix given by (g˙j/2H)A21 where A
is the Rouse matrix. The nondiagonal matrix components in
Eq. ~12! clearly show that due to the externally applied shear
flow field all connector vectors in the Gaussian chain are
explicitly coupled in Q space. The full configurational distri-
bution function c @Eq. ~11!# can therefore not be used as
such in the dynamic mean-field density functional method. In
this case the Green propagator algorithm3 for calculating the
densities from external fields cannot be used anymore. In
Secs. II A and II B we show how an approximation to the
full configurational distribution function can be made using
dumbbell properties. This approximation preserves the elon-
gation and orientation behavior of the configurational distri-
bution function due to the flow and makes numerical calcu-
lation of the densities feasible again.
A. Dumbbells
In case of a dumbbell, there are no coupled connector
vectors and the density of each bead type can easily be cal-
culated numerically.33 For a Hookean ~Gaussian! dumbbell
in a simple steady shear flow, the solution to the Smolu-
chowski equation for the configurational distribution func-





expH 2 32a2 111lH2 g˙2





where lH is the Rouse relaxation time given by lH
5j/(4H).
The usual basis operation in calculating the density in
the dynamic mean-field density functional method using a
Green propagator algorithm40,4,3 is the so-called linkage or
connectivity operator s:
s@ f #~r![S 32pa2D
3/2E
V
expS 2 32a2 ~r2r8!2D f ~r8!dr8,
~14!
which is convenient for numerical calculations of polymer
path integrals in case of Gaussian chains ~see Appendix in
Ref. 3 for details!. This operator is now replaced by the
‘‘flow’’ linkage operator:





expS 2 32a2 a21:~r2r8!~r2r8!D
3 f ~r8!dr8, ~15!
where a is the matrix
a5S 112lH2 g˙2 lHg˙ 0lHg˙ 1 0
0 0 1
D . ~16!
This operator determines the elongation and orientation of
the dumbbell due to the externally applied flow and will, as
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we will show in Sec. II B, be used for calculation of the
densities. For easy analysis the flow linkage operator sflow is
transformed to Fourier space:
E
V
sflow~ f !e2iqr dr5sqflowf q , ~17!
where the Fourier multiplier sq





The linkage operator s can easily be applied on a grid
mainly because the operator is isotropic. This reduces the
effective number of degrees of freedom in the stencil ~com-
putational molecule! to 4, given a certain grid size h and
bond length a .33 The whole procedure of mapping continu-
ous linkage operators on a discrete grid for numerical calcu-
lation purposes is described extensively in Ref. 33 and will
not be repeated here. The nonisotropic flow linkage operator
sflow, however, has many more degrees of freedom. It can
easily be checked that the minimum representation of sflow
in Fourier space on a 27-point stencil has 9 degrees of free-
dom and must look as follows ~in case vx5g˙y!:
~sq
flow!grid5c01c1 cos~qxh !1c2@cos~qyh !1cos~qzh !#1c3 cos@~qx1qy!h#1c4 cos@~qx2qy!h#
1c5$cos@~qx1qz!h#1cos@~qx2qz!h#%1c6$cos@~qy1qz!h#1cos@~qy2qz!h#%
1c7$cos@~qx1qy1qz!h#1cos@~qx1qy2qz!h#%1c8$cos@~qx2qy1qz!h#1cos@~qx2qy2qz!h#%. ~19!
Notice that the stencil depends explicitly on the flow direc-
tion. The size of lHg˙ determines the amount of isotropy in
the nonisotropic linkage operator sflow. The size of lHg˙
5ja2g˙b/12 can be roughly estimated. Realistic values for
the shear rate g˙ (1,g˙,10 s21), the friction coefficient j
@109(water),jb,1013(viscous liquid)m22 s# and the bond
length parameter a (10218,a2,10214 m2) lead to the large
range of 0.08331029,lHg˙,0.083. It is known from ex-
periments that Rouse relaxation times can be of the order of
microseconds, but also in the order of seconds. Notice that
the parameter lHg˙ is very similar in nature to the Deborah
number De which is well-known from rheology. The Debo-
rah number measures the relative importance of the deforma-
tion history of the material by the ratio of the internal relax-
ation time and the time scale of the flow. For viscoelastic
flows De is O(1). In conclusion, even for very viscous poly-
mer liquids and rather high shear rates, the deviation from
the isotropic linkage operator is limited. We hence consider
lHg˙50.01 and lHg˙50.1, which are on the high end of the
nonisotropy scale.
In order to map the continuous flow linkage operator
sflow on a discrete grid for numerical calculation purposes,
the nonisotropic stencil (sqflow)grid can then be fitted to
the nonisotropic linkage operator sflow in the following
points: ~0,0,0!, (0,p/(2h),0), (p/(2h),0,p/(2h)), (0,p/
(2h),p/(2h)), (p/(2h),p/(2h),p/(2h)) and (p/(2h),
2p/(2h),p/(2h)) and to the curvature in ~0,0,0! in the di-
rections ~1,0,0!, ~0,0,1! and ~1,1,0!. Taking the optimal grid
ratio a/h51.154 30 into account,33 this leads to the values
for the coefficients that are displayed in Table I.
Notice that in the case of the isotropic stencil with only
four degrees of freedom, the coefficients are c0
i
50.171 752, c1i 50.137 231 ~a combination of c1 and c2!,
c2
i 50.054 824 3 ~a combination of c3 , c4 , c5 and c6! and
c3
i 50.021 902 5 ~a combination of c7 and c8!.33 The pro-
posed stencil deviates slightly from the isotropic stencil, but
gives a much better fit to the nonisotropic linkage operator,
especially in the small q region. The coefficients of the
nonisotropic stencil vary continuously with varying lHg˙ and
the coefficients c1 and c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 and c6 and c7 and c8
converge as the stencil becomes more isotropic. Notice that
the fitting procedures ~which are not unique! for the
isotropic33 and nonisotropic stencil are different. Therefore
the converged coefficients of the nonisotropic stencil are not
exactly the same as the isotropic stencil coefficients.
B. Viscoelastic model
As we explained earlier, the full configurational distribu-
tion function for Gaussian chains in simple steady shear @Eq.
~11!# cannot be used as such for application in the dynamic
mean-field density functional method because of computa-
tional difficulties. In this section we show how an approxi-
mation can preserve the elongation and orientation behavior
of the configurational distribution function due to the flow
and make numerical calculation of the densities feasible
again.
As a first approximation to a Gaussian chain model in a
simple steady shear flow, we assume that the chain consists
of connected dumbbells that act independently with respect
to the flow. The physical connectivity of all beads is pre-
TABLE I. Values for the flow linkage operator stencil (sqflow)grid .
lhg˙50.1 lhg˙50.01 lhg˙50.001
c0 0.192 288 0.193 236 0.193 246
c1 0.141 963 0.141 015 0.141 006
c2 0.138 32 0.140 979 0.141 005
c3 0.052 140 3 0.041 375 7 0.040 409 4
c4 0.031 152 1 0.039 258 2 0.040 197 7
c5 0.052 786 7 0.051 457 4 0.051 444
c6 0.039 026 3 0.040 290 8 0.040 303 3
c7 0.039 189 0.033 281 3 0.032 752 3
c8 0.021 906 1 0.026 549 2 0.027 065 8
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served. This approach overcomes the numerical difficulties
of calculating the full solution to the Smoluchowski equation
of a Gaussian chain in simple steady shear flow @Eq. ~11!#.
For a three-bead chain ~two dumbbells! the accuracy of this
approximation can be studied analytically. The full configu-
rational distribution function cGC of a three-bead Gaussian





expH 2 32a2 ~Q¯ 1Q¯ 2Q¯ 3!S ~I1P2!21 2~P211P!21 02~P211P!21 ~I12P2!~I1P2!21 0
0 0 I
D
3S Q¯ 1TQ¯ 2T
Q¯ 3T





3S 915a2 24a2 26a22a3 23a1a3 0 024a2 915a2 23a1a3 26a22a3 0 026a22a3 23a1a3 9115a212a4 4a2 0 023a1a3 26a22a3 4a2 9115a212a4 0 00 0 0 0 ~91a2!~11a2! 0
0 0 0 0 0 ~91a2!~11a2!
D ~21!
and a5jg˙/(2H)52lHg˙ . By taking the product of Eq. ~13! with itself, the configurational distribution function of two


















11a2/4S 1 0 2a/2 0 0 00 1 0 2a/2 0 02a/2 0 11a2/2 0 0 00 2a/2 0 11a2/2 0 00 0 0 0 11a2/4 0
0 0 0 0 0 11a2/4
D . ~23!
The two configurational distribution functions cDB @Eq. ~22! for two noninteracting dumbbells that act independently with
respect to the flow# and cGC @Eq. ~20! for a three-bead Gaussian chain that acts in its totality with respect to the flow# differ
only in the matrices ADB @Eq. ~23!# and AGC @Eq. ~21!# and a prefactor. Notice that acting with respect to the flow entails both
elongation and orientation of chains. For the largest value of a that is of interest to us (a50.2), the matrices AGC and ADB are
given by
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AGC
5S 0.9786 20.017 20.1293 20.063 0 020.017 0.9786 20.063 20.1293 0 020.129 20.063 1.0214 0.017 0 020.063 20.129 0.017 1.0214 0 00 0 0 0 1 0





5S 0.99 0 20.099 0 0 00 0.99 0 20.099 0 020.099 0 1.0099 0 0 00 20.099 0 1.0099 0 00 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
D .
~25!
This shows that approximating the three-bead Gaussian
chain by two noninteracting dumbbells connected in one
chain that act independently with respect to the flow, implies
that the coupling between the two connector vectors due to
the flow is neglected as might be expected. Also, the orien-
tation of one of the connector vectors with respect to the flow
is smaller for the two dumbbells than for the Gaussian chain
because the orientation is not enhanced by coupling. As a
first step toward incorporating the ~viscoelastic! effects of
flow in the dynamic mean-field density functional method,
the approach seems justified however.
Notice that the dumbbell model is special in the sense
that it is one of the few polymer models for which a closed-
form constitutive equation ~upper convected Maxwell
model! can be derived.26 However, in the approach taken
here, we attempt to include the influence of the flow on poly-
mer orientation directly in the configurational distribution
function, instead of extending the dynamics equations with
an extra equation for the stress tensor. Moreover, the stress
tensor also changes in a thermodynamic sense because of the
adapted distribution function, compared to Ref. 5. The ex-
pression for the stress tensor can again be evaluated using the
principle of virtual work. Instead of completely deriving the
expression for the stress tensor taking the adapted configu-
rational distribution function into account, we just show the










The nonideal part of the pressure does by definition not de-
pend on the distribution function and is hence exactly the
same as previously derived in Ref. 5. The ensemble average
^& has to be taken with respect to the adapted configurational
distribution function. Clearly the expression for the ideal
pressure still consists of an ‘‘ideal gas’’ contribution and a
contribution due to the ideal Hamitonian.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The goal of this paper is to show how viscoelastic effects
such as shear thinning can be incorporated on a microscopic
level within dynamic mean-field density functional theory.
We have shown that by adapting the configurational distri-
bution function, elongation and orientation of chains due to
the flow can be accounted for. In Sec. II we have shown that
representing the behavior of a Gaussian chain with respect to
the flow as that of a collection of connected dumbbells, is a
good approximation leading toward a description of vis-
coelastic flow behavior in dynamic mean-field density func-
tional theory.
In order to study viscoelastic effects using the dumbbell
approximation to the Gaussian chain as described in Sec. II
on a more quantitative level, we have performed numerical
simulations of the dynamic mean-field density functional
method. Notice that the solution to the Smoluchowski equa-
tion for a Gaussian chain in a simple steady shear field and
the approximate viscoelastic model are derived for a homo-
geneous system. However, since the external potential field
U , that acts as a constraint on the densities,3 only depends on
bead coordinates it is not explicitly influenced by the applied
shear flow. It can be shown that the expression for the free
energy ~2! is not changed by the change in the distribution
function, except that it has to be evaluated with respect to the
new distribution function. The density functional itself is
also changed of course. The optimization procedure for the
free energy of an inhomogeneous system as described in Ref.
3 does not explicitly depend on the precise form of the ideal
Hamiltonian H id. The expression for the free energy in terms
of the single-chain distribution function assumes that H id
factorizes in single-chain Hamiltonians. This assumption re-
mains valid for the adapted configurational distribution func-
tion. The only change in the numerical procedure, compared
to the dynamic mean-field density functional method without
external flow, is that the adapted stencil for the flow linkage
operator is used.
We have studied an A8B8 diblock copolymer melt under
simple steady shear. The dynamics is governed by a
diffusion-convection equation with sheared periodic bound-
ary conditions6,7 @Eq. ~3!#. The dimensionless interaction pa-




0 /n51.0. The dimensionless compressibility parameter
is bkHn530.0. All mobility coefficients M and molecular
volumes n are identical. The dimensionless densities u I
5nr I are integrated numerically by a Crank–Nicolson
scheme on a 32332332 cubic grid for 1000 dimensionless
time steps Dt5b21Mh22Dt without shear. Here h is the
grid size and Dt is the discretized time step. All other pa-
rameters and details on the numerical integration can be
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found in Refs. 3 and 37. After t51000 the melt is sheared:
vx5g˙y in which g˙ is the shear rate. We have performed two
simulations in which the dimensionless shear rate g˙˜ 50.01
and two simulations in which g˙˜ 50.02. In the first case the
simulation box is shifted 0.32 grid cells per time step, in the
second case the simulation box is shifted 0.64 grid cells per
time step. For each value of g˙˜ we have performed a simula-
tion in which the configurational distribution function is the
same as in earlier simulations and a simulation in which the
configurational distribution function is adapted ~using g˙lH
50.01 and g˙lH50.1 for g˙˜ 50.01 and g˙˜ 50.02, respectively!
to take the externally applied flow field into account as in the
dumbbell model ~see Sec. II B!.
As can be concluded from Fig. 1, there is a global effect
on the morphology if the adapted configurational distribution
function is taken into account. Notice that shear-induced ori-
entation can be observed in a copolymer system under
simple steady shear, even if the usual configurational distri-
bution function is taken into account.6,7 Even though the sys-
tem is simulated for a longer period ~10 700 time steps in-
stead of 10 000!, it is not yet equilibrated @Fig. 1~b!#. Notice
that the overall orientation is not significant in these small
boxes. The influence of the periodic boundary conditions is
considerable. If the system in Fig. 1~a! is simulated in a 64
364364 cubic box, the orientation becomes more perpen-
dicular ~unpublished results, see also Refs. 6 and 7!. Appar-
ently, the small changes in the density evolution due to the
adapted configurational distribution function, give rise to a
different preferred orientation in this small system. More-
over, for a proper representation of preferred morphologies
under shear, different viscosities should be included in the
simulation ~see also Ref. 6!. Since the lamellae in Fig. 1~b!
FIG. 1. Isosurface representations of the A8B8 diblock copolymer melt for uA50.5, g˙˜ 50.01. The arrows indicate the direction of the shear. ~a! Snapshot of
the simulation box at t510 000 for the simulation with the original configurational distribution function. ~b! Snapshot of the simulation box at t510 700 for
the simulation with the adapted configurational distribution function, g˙lH50.01.
FIG. 2. Cropped isosurface for uA50.5, g˙˜ 50.01, g˙lH50.01 at t510 700. The arrows indicate the direction of the shear. The A bead which is closest to the
B beads was fixed at discrete position (x ,y ,z)5(19,20,22) ~indicated by the origin of the axes! in the middle of an A lamella. The probability to find an A
bead or B bead at a certain position given that this A bead is fixed, is indicated. The rounded isosurface is the boundary of the volume in which the probability
to find a B bead is higher than 1/6, the disklike isosurface is the boundary of the volume in which the probability to find an A bead is higher than 1/6. ~a! Front
view. ~b! Perpendicular ~with respect to shear direction! view.
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are oriented more or less perpendicular, the possible effect of
thinning of lamellae if the polymers orient with the flow is
not visible.
To analyze the influence of the dumbbell viscoelastic
model on the actual polymer orientation, we have performed
a conformational analysis. Although individual polymers
cannot be distinguished in the dynamic mean-field density
functional method, a conformation analysis can give the
most probable position of beads given that one of the beads
in the chain is fixed at a certain position. The middle A bead
is fixed at a position in the middle of an A lamella which is
closest to being parallel to the shear, so that the effect of the
model on polymer orientation can be best observed. The iso-
surfaces of the probability density as indicated in Fig. 2 are
more or less as expected. The probability of finding a B bead
given that the middle A bead is fixed in the middle of an A
lamella, is high in the neighboring B lamellae. The other A
beads are most probably in the A lamella itself.
In order to be able to see whether the polymers really
orient with respect to the flow, we have also calculated a
conformational analysis taking the original configurational
distribution function into account. The position of the fixed
A bead remains the same. As can be concluded from Fig. 3
the most probable polymer orientation is slightly tilted in the
direction of the flow for the viscoelastic dumbbell model.
This orientation cannot be observed in Fig. 3~b!. In Fig. 3~c!
an isosurface is plotted of the difference between the two B
bead probability isosurfaces in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. For this
simulation at low shear rate we conclude that the difference
in orientation is present, but small as expected.
The results for the simulations at the higher shear rate of
g˙˜ 50.02 are in Figs. 4–6. Although the simulation for the
viscoelastic dumbbell model @Fig. 4~b!# is only half as long
as the simulation using the original configurational distribu-
tion function @Fig. 4~a!#, lamellae can be clearly observed
which makes a conformational analysis feasible. Notice that
the preferred orientation of the morphology at this high shear
rate in the small simulation box is parallel with respect to the
shear.
FIG. 3. Probability isosurfaces. ~a! Same isosurface as in Fig. 2. ~b! Probability isosurface as in Fig. 2, except that it was calculated with respect to the original
distribution function. ~c! Isosurface of the difference between the two B-bead probabilities in ~a! and ~b!. Indicated is a 3% deviation. Larger deviations are
infrequent.
FIG. 4. Isosurface representations of the A8B8 diblock copolymer melt for uA50.5, g˙˜ 50.02. The arrows indicate the direction of the shear. ~a! Snapshot of
the simulation box at t540 000 for the simulation with the original configurational distribution function. ~b! Snapshot of the simulation box at t518 350 for
the simulation with the adapted configurational distribution function, g˙lH50.1.
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We have again performed the conformational analysis
by fixing an A bead at a position in the middle of an A
lamella which is closest to being parallel to the shear. The
probability of finding a B bead given that the middle A bead
is fixed in the middle of an A lamella, is again high in the
neighboring B lamellae. The other A beads are again most
probably in the A lamella itself.
More detailed conclusions can be derived from the re-
sults in Fig. 6. The effect of polymer orientation is, accord-
ing to our analytical derivations, expected to be bigger in this
simulation at high shear rate ~g˙lH is ten times higher than in
the simulation at low shear rate!. The difference is only very
small however. The isosurface in Fig. 6~c! is only slightly
bigger than the isosurface in Fig. 3~c!.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, the dynamic mean-field density functional
method is extended to account for viscoelastic effects on a
microscopic level. In order to describe viscoelastic effects
such as shear thinning on a microscopic level within dy-
namic mean-field density functional theory, we adapt the
configurational distribution function to account for elonga-
tion and orientation of chains due to the flow. We employ
results that are known from kinetic theory of polymer chains
in external flow fields.4,26 This approach also ensures, in con-
trast to most phenomenological methods, that specific com-
plex liquids can still be represented properly. We derived a
simplified model for polymer chains in a simple steady shear
FIG. 5. Cropped isosurface for uA50.5, g˙˜ 50.02, g˙lH50.1 at t518 350. The arrows indicate the direction of the shear. The A bead which is closest to the
B beads was fixed at discrete position (x ,y ,z)5(24,12,19) ~indicated by the origin of the axes! in the middle of an A lamella. The probability to find an A
bead or B bead at a certain position given that this A bead is fixed, is indicated. The rounded isosurface is the boundary of the volume in which the probability
to find a B bead is higher than 1/6, the disklike isosurface is the boundary of the volume in which the probability to find an A bead is higher than 1/6. ~a! Front
view. ~b! Perpendicular ~with respect to shear direction! view.
FIG. 6. Probability isosurfaces. ~a! Same isosurface as in Fig. 5. ~b! Probability isosurface as in Fig. 5, except that it was calculated with respect to the original
distribution function. ~c! Isosurface of the difference between the two B bead probabilities in ~a! and 6~b!. Indicated is a 3% deviation. Larger deviations are
infrequent.
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flow, based on the known solution to the full Smoluchowski
equation for the configurational distribution function of a
Gaussian chain in homogeneous flow. In this approach, to
ensure that the model can be calculated numerically, the be-
havior of a Gaussian chain with respect to the flow is repre-
sented by that of a collection of dumbbells that act indepen-
dently with respect to the flow. A number of numerical
simulations were performed on a diblock copolymer melt
which show that the proposed model correctly reproduces
expected conformational changes in a qualitative sense. The
conformational effect is small, even for the high viscosity
liquids and/or high shear rates that are studied in this paper.
The effect increases with increasing shear rates and viscosi-
ties. The small changes in the density evolution due to the
adapted configurational distribution function, give rise to dif-
ferent orientations in small simulation systems. The effect of
shear thinning cannot be observed clearly from the present
results. However, based on the present results we expect that
in large simulation boxes in which the periodic boundary
effect is negligible, shear thinning can be reproduced pro-
vided that the system is well-equilibrated. It may be impor-
tant in this respect to account for different viscosities of
chain beads.
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